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h i g h l i g h t s

� Enhancing frequency control via small scale distributed energy resources.
� Analytical interdependency between fast frequency containment and synthetic inertia.
� System balancing by mean of unidirectional electric vehicles as flexibility resources.
� Experimental validation of theoretical findings with series produced EVs.
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a b s t r a c t

The increasing share of distributed and inertia-less resources entails an upsurge in balancing and system
stabilisation services. In particular, the displacement of conventional generation reduces the available
rotational inertia in the power system, leading to high interest in synthetic inertia solutions. The objec-
tive of this paper is twofold: first, it aims to implement and validate fast frequency control and synthetic
(virtual) inertia control, employing single phase electric vehicles as flexibility resources. Second, it pro-
poses a trade-off analysis between the two controllers. The interdependency between frequency contain-
ment and synthetic inertia control on the transient frequency variation is shown analytically. The
capabilities and limits of series produced EVs in providing such services are investigated, first on a sim-
ulation based approach and subsequently by using real hardware. The results show that fast frequency
control can improve the transient frequency behaviour. However, both on the simulation and on the
experimental level, the implementation of synthetic inertia control is more challenging. In fact, due its
derivative nature and the system dynamics, its performance is limited. Furthermore, the crucial impor-
tance of the EVs’ response time for both controllers is highlighted.

� 2017 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The rising share of inverter-coupled distributed energy
resources (DER) raises new challenges in maintaining stable grid
operation. One of the main issues is the reduction of the system
inertia due to the replacement of rotating generators by
converter-connected resources, as well as the expansion of high-
voltage direct current (HVDC) connections, which decouples the
inertial response between the interconnected areas [1]. Thus, the
system’s ability to withstand frequency changes by releasing or
absorbing the energy stored in the rotating masses is notably
reduced, leading to faster frequency dynamics [2]. Moreover, the
high volatility of renewable energy sources (RES) contributes to
the frequency stability issue by changing the grid inertia over time

and increasing the need for better planning due to higher
uncertainty.

Inertia is the parameter that represents the capability of rotat-
ing machines (including loads, when applicable) to store and inject
their kinetic energy into the system [3]. The amount of inertia
influences the frequency gradient, which is generally addressed
as the rate of change of frequency (RoCoF) and the transient fre-
quency values during a system incident. The RoCoF and the tran-
sient frequency values have a fundamental role in maintaining
and operating the power system in a secure state. A large RoCoF
and/or transient frequency deviations can lead to the automatic
tripping of conventional generators and DER units [4] because they
are connected to the grid by means of RoCoF or frequency relays
[3]. The RoCoF relay limit is established by the grid code, which
varies among countries.

Several transmission system operators (TSOs) have started to
address this challenge, recognising the potential value of the
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inertial response of wind power plants, synchronous condensers,
and synthetic inertia [5,6]. One of the main concerns of TSOs is
the RoCoF, which might lead to a cascade tripping of conventional
and DER units connected by means of RoCoF relays [4,7]. According
to [8], an RoCoF relay has a typical delay in the range of 50 ms to
500 ms.

Further, the growing number of electric vehicles (EVs) has con-
cerned distribution system operators (DSOs). The uncertainty of EV
driving patterns, high penetration levels and charging in the distri-
bution network could result in new system peaks and negative dis-
tribution system impacts, exceeding the load capacities of
distribution lines and transformers [9,10].

The effects of EVs on future power systems are investigated
in several studies, such as in [11,12]. In [11], the negative effects
of uncoordinated charging of EVs on the power system was
addressed. The authors presented the impacts that EV charging
can have in an actual working wholesale electricity market. In
[12] it was analysed how a large scale implementation of plug-
in hybrid electric vehicles and full electric vehicles would influ-
ence the power system. This study shows that smart manage-
ment of EVs bidirectional charging can alleviate peak power
demand.

On the other hand, unscheduled high penetration of EVs may
have detrimental effects on power system performance. Reliability
and stability are the aspects of the grid that face the most chal-
lenges when EVs are used widely. Consequently, there is an exigent
need to predict the EVs’ customers in order to avoid irreparable
effects, especially for the distribution network. Several studies
have investigated these challenges, such as in [13,14]. In [13] the
authors propose a simultaneous approach for allocation of EV park-
ing lots and DRRs in a power distribution network to achieve a
more reliable supply of the load demand. A probabilistic modelling
of EVs’ charging demand is presented in [14].

A noticeable amount of research has focused on the transition
from the traditional system, where frequency is controlled by a
small set of large generating units, to the future where it is con-
trolled by a vast amount of small distributed resources [15,16].

Given that EVs are essentially battery storages with a seconds-
range response time, the TSO can greatly benefit from EV participa-
tion in frequency service provision. As analysed in [17], EV partic-
ipation in the ancillary service market appears to be one of the
most promising applications because it can offer substantial earn-
ings to EV aggregators and EV owners. Ref. [18] concluded that
although V2G capable EVs can provide great benefits to the ancil-
lary service market, battery degradation may represent a challenge
for their viability [19,20].

EVs are able to provide fast regulating power bidirectionally
using Vehicle-to-Grid or just by modulating the charging power

unidirectionally [21,22]. In this context, EVs can play a fundamen-
tal role in the future ancillary service market. Although the poten-
tial benefits of exploiting the V2G capability for ancillary services
was introduced in [23], this study did not investigate uni-
direction EVs charging in providing such services.

Due to the reduced system inertia, various studies have shown
the techno-economic benefits and challenges of primary frequency
provision from EVs, such as in [24–26]. In [24] the authors present
the impact of declining system inertia on the primary frequency
control (PFC) and future requirements. It also presents the impact
of PFC provision from EVs on the system frequency performance. In
[25] the authors present the general ability of EV fleets to utilize
fluctuating renewable energy sources for charging and their effects
on the power system. The authors in [26] summarise the chal-
lenges to control a system with low inertia. In this study, unlike
in [11,12,23], EVs have been controlled by only modulating the
charging current between 6 and 16 A with steps of 1 A to comply
with the technical constraints imposed by the IEC 61851 standard
[27,28].

Simultaneously, very few studies have investigated the EV’s
ability in providing synthetic inertia services. In [29] the authors
presented a single-phase virtual synchronous machine (VSM) and
its possible application for providing V2G services from an EV’s
batteries, this work was supported by an experimental setup that
is based on the Opal-RT platform. In contrast, this paper presents
a different approach in providing synthetic inertia services sup-
ported by an experimental investigation using series produced EVs.

The scope of this study is twofold: First, the EV’s capabilities as
flexibility resources are investigated. In particular, this study looks
at synthetic inertia control (SIC) and frequency containment con-
trol (FCC) as exemplary services. Second, it analyses and evaluates
the pros and cons of SIC and FCC on the frequency dynamics (e.g.
RoCoF and frequency nadir and zenith). The general objective is
to determine if SIC and FCC delivered by converter connected
resources, which are relatively fast compared to conventional
units, can replace or at least reduce the need for a conventional
inertial response.

Ultimately, the research question that this study addresses is:
given the trend of decreasing system inertia, can fast frequency con-
tainment compensate or replace the need for synthetic inertia?

The method and the results presented in this study are part of
the EU-funded project ELECTRA IRP, which proposes novel fre-
quency and voltage control concepts to maintain and operate the
power system in a secure state [30]. It considers the grid inertia
(i.e. the synchronous and synthetic inertia) to be an active part of
the frequency control process and it is addressed by inertia
response power control (IRPC). In this study, the synthetic inertia
is considered to be an active part of the IRPC process.

Nomenclature

�TD frequency dependent loads
�TFCC electric torque of devices participating in FCC
�TSIC electric torque of devices participating in SIC
d electrical rotor angle
d0 rotor angle at t = 0
xe angular velocity of the electrical rotor
xm angular velocity
x0m rated angular velocity
f frequency
H kinetic energy in Watt-per-seconds at rated speed
I EV absorbed current

J moment of inertia
KD load damping factor
KFCC FCC proportional control coefficient
KSIC SIC proportional control coefficient
P EV absorbed active power
p number of pole pairs
Sb generator’s rated power
t time
Ta acceleration or deceleration torque
Te electrical torque
Tm mechanical torque
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